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Abstract—Nowadays, the vast amount of text-based information stored in organizations requires different approaches and
new tools in order to manage it adequately. This paper presents
Hypatia, a support expert system for documentation departments
and regular users that exploits not only local information, but also
external resources from the Web (e.g., Linked Data). The expert
system uses different modules: Natural Language Processing
(NLP) analysis, categorization, semantic disambiguation, Automatic Query Expansion (AQE), semantic search, summarization,
knowledge extraction, and aggregation. Users can interact with
the expert system in different ways, varying from giving very
specific orders to writing a simple list of keywords. The latter
method will require a previous interpretation before deciding the
response of the system. The obtained results will benefit from
semantic links referencing complementary data to improve both
the information presentation and the data navigation.
Keywords—Databases, Ontologies, Expert Systems, Semantic
Web, Linked Data, Documentation Departments.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

In almost any public or private organization that manages
a considerable amount of information, activities related to
documentation can be found. To do this job, large companies
have documentation departments, that have the responsibility
of storing and managing the company’s documents efficiently
and effectively. However, the large amount of information
in text format that organizations accumulate, both from internal and external sources, cannot be properly processed
and documented by these departments (as a paradigmatic
example, consider the large amount of documents and articles
managed by the documentation department of a newspaper).
The main reason is that most organizations assign few human
resources to this task and the employees who carry out all
these documentation activities have limited time to fulfil their
assignments. The obtained results are subject to errors due to
these conditions and to the subjectivity of the individuals.
Documentation is also an expensive and time-consuming
task, whose activities can sometimes be automated, as human
contribution is usually not relevant in these subtasks. In
addition, some activities like tagging or classification can be
very subjective, needing in some cases an explanation of the
reasons motivating the actions applied. That is why a smart
tool that automates documentation would help to improve the
quality of the activities performed, as the applied reasoning
strategies will be able to explain the outcome of the input.
The purpose of this paper is to propose an expert system
called Hypatia, that helps documentation employees and regu-

lar users, using internal resources inside the company where it
has been installed and external resources available in the Web.
Hypatia offers different functionalities related to different tasks
in the document analysis field: NLP analysis, categorization,
semantic disambiguation, semantic search, AQE, summarization, knowledge extraction, and aggregation. The users can
input keywords into the system, along with some optional
features, in order to perform a more precise command. In case
of a simple list of keywords, Hypatia has to disambiguate
and decide which possibilities will offer to the user before
performing the task chosen. Once it finishes, the expert system
takes advantage of the semantic links which reference complementary data, to improve the navigation between the data and
the obtained results. These results differ in their complexity,
varying from simple Web links to visual representations and
custom reports of the extracted information.
This paper provides three main contributions:
•

Firstly, an expert system devoted to documentation departments has been developed. This system integrates
state-of-the-art technologies oriented to information
retrieval, extraction, and synthesis.

•

Secondly, the system has been improved incorporating
a methodology for obtaining information from the
Web by exploiting Linked Data [1].

•

Finally, the expert system has been evaluated with real
users, in order to check the interest and the novelty of
this proposal, with very good results.

This paper is structured as follows. Section II provides
an overview of the related work. Section III explains the
general architecture of the proposed solution and its inner
modules. Section IV discusses the results of the evaluation
of the proposal. Finally, Section V provides the conclusions
and some lines of future work.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

Expert systems are highly-specialized software systems
that can handle real-world problems, reaching conclusions
similar to those that a human expert could obtain. However,
documentation is a broad and challenging activity to tackle,
since it has many open problems that are still being researched.
Up to the authors’ knowledge, there is no similar work regarding the definition of expert systems for the documentation field.
Content and document management systems, such as Drupal,
Joomla, Alfresco, or LifeRay, provide a partial commercial

solution to some tasks relevant for documentation departments,
but they do not cover the whole set of activities that are attempted to achieve in this work. Since there is no similar work
to compare with, this section is focused on different major
tasks in the documentation field to describe and contextualize
the state of the art of this paper.
Classification. Including documents in categories to facilitate searching and management is a key task in documentation
departments. Automatic categorization can be performed by
using software based on statistics and the frequency of words,
and also by using machine learning systems [2]. However,
these techniques need to be complemented by tools which
deal with aspects related to NLP [3] in order to enhance their
results. The aforementioned procedures feed from the knowhow of the organizations, which can be made explicit and
exploited thanks to the use of ontologies [4] and reasoners [5].
The output of the techniques can be related to the thesaurus [6]
of each organization, so the final results can be expressed in
terms of the vocabulary of each company. This tagging task
can also be used on Web pages to improve the search and
retrieval tasks, but it is still an open problem [7] due, among
others, to the existing semantic and linguistic difficulties.
Information retrieval. Another key issue is to have a search
system that facilitates access to the documents that are relevant
to a given query. These data are usually stored in relational
repositories that are queried by search systems that rely on
keyword-based interfaces, and which do not consider the syntax and semantics of the data. In the context of keyword search
on relational databases [8], most approaches retrieve data that
exactly match the user keywords, but they do not consider
the semantic contents of the keywords and their relationships.
This can lead to losing information or to return needless
data that are not interesting. This problem has received a
great deal of attention and several approaches based on AQE
solutions have been proposed to solve it. AQE is currently
considered a promising technique to improve the information
retrieval effectiveness and it is being adopted in commercial
applications, especially for desktop and intranet searches.
Knowledge extraction. Relevant information of a certain
topic from numerous different sources can be extracted by
creating an automatic summary of all the data obtained. This
summary is created by giving a score to each sentence of the
text and selecting the ones with the highest scores. Classical
methods use statistical criteria to detect sentences that contain
more high-frequency terms [9], [10], while other recent works
use positional criteria, such as the optimum position policy
(OPP) [11]. Other coefficients, such as the Dice coefficient [12]
and the Jaccard index [13], can compute the similarity between sentences to reduce the redundancy in the summary.
On the other hand, metrics such as the Maximal Marginal
Relevance (MMR) [14] also consider information novelty to
score the sentences of the future summary. Other proposals
work with multiple documents, using different approaches. For
example, [15] uses a cluster centroid combined with other
techniques, while [16] uses domain-independent techniques.
Aggregation. The creation of automatic reports is an activity that feeds from the other previously explained tasks:
disambiguation increases the possibility to obtain the correct
sense of the searched topic, and the extracted knowledge is the
main input of the aggregation process. The extracted informa-

tion can come from different sources that can be classified
into semi-structured (or structured) sources and unstructured
sources. The organization that provides the semi-structured
sources usually offer an easy way to obtain most of the
desired information. However, unstructured sources require
analyzing natural language to extract the data. Recent works
use event recognition and extraction [17] to aggregate the
obtained events according to their similarity level.
III.

P ROPOSED A RCHITECTURE

This section explains the general architecture of the proposed system. Hypatia contains three different working units
plus an interface the users can interact with. Unless otherwise
specified, the modules of these units have been and developed
by the authors of this paper. Figure 1 shows these modules,
along with the resources that they use. In the following, the
next subsections describe the different existing units.
A. Language Unit
This inner unit provides three modules related to language
analysis and manipulation. The remaining units of Hypatia use
these modules to implement their internal functions.
NLP module. This is a library that encapsulates all the
structures required to analyze plain input text. This module can
work with different languages, as its architecture can support
different NLP tool suites which can provide analysis for
diverse languages. For English and Spanish, it uses Freeling1 ,
adapting its structures and functionalities to their counterparts
in Hypatia. It implements four types of analysis, depending
on the required morphological and syntactic information. The
first one provides only the morphological analysis, giving for
each word its lemma, grammatical number and gender, part of
speech, etc. The rest of the analysis types offer an increasing
amount of syntactic information, from a simple shallow parsing
to a more complex rule-based dependency parsing, in which
the module can distinguish between different grammatical
relations in each sentence.
This module is widely used within the other components
in Hypatia, including other libraries inside the Language
Unit. It offers its functionalities through its own analyzers, as
they include high-level functions to provide an easy access
to the text analysis. The module has been tested in other
environments and projects, both in Spanish and English, that
are being applied to real environments [18].
Summarization module. The goal of this module is to
produce summaries from a certain number of texts of the
same topic. This is an adaptation of the work presented
in [19], with the difference that the module is designed to
be language-independent. After a preprocessing stage that
uses the NLP module, the process collects all the recognized
named entities and keywords of the text, using the wellknown Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TFIDF) algorithm [20] for this second task. Once each text has
been preprocessed, the module determines the most relevant,
non-repeated sentences using a double clustering approach:
clustering by similarity and clustering by keywords. After
that, the process sorts the sentences and determines if the
1 http://nlp.lsi.upc.edu/freeling/

Fig. 1.

Detailed architecture of Hypatia

ones with the highest scores compose a correct summary.
Finally, the module implements an adaptation of the approach
presented in [21] to perform a sentence simplification. This
final step leads to a more compressed summary that contains
only the main content of the sentences, with no complementary
information.

to (e.g., the location where a certain event described in the
document occurs). Finally, a detailed labeling is performed
using an ontological classifier, where all the keywords and
named entities in the knowledge base are queried. If a positive
response is obtained, the main related concepts of the response
can be used to label the text.

This module is used in other libraries of Hypatia to create
more specific and graphic representations of the information.

Knowledge extraction module. If the data have no classification or the users want to improve the existing one,
Hypatia can take advantage of the keywords and named entities
obtained from the previous module to create new classification
lists, thesaurus, and/or simple ontologies. To achieve that, the
system follows the pipeline stated in [25] to create a topic
map [26] from which it can generate the rest of the mentioned
outputs. Considering the previously created summaries as the
input of the process, this module analyzes the summary sentences with the NLP module in order to identify the function of
each word in the sentence. After that, it considers the possible
candidates to be elements in the topic map: the subjects
and direct objects will be the topics and the complements
respectively, and the verbs will be the associations between
a topic and a complement. Once the topic map has been built,
the module simplifies it by deleting the existing redundancies,
incompatible associations, an ambiguities. Then, the simplified
topic map is automatically evaluated and validated according
to the standards of topic maps. Finally, the obtained topic map
can be merged with others that belong to the same topic. The
final topic map will be used as a basis for the conversion to
the other outputs considered, for instance, using TM-Builder,
an ontology builder based on topic maps.

Semantic disambiguation module. This module is an unsupervised disambiguation engine designed to carry out the
disambiguation of word meanings. The main task of this
engine is to find the most accurate meaning of a term in a
certain context. It includes a set of methods and techniques
that compute the semantic relation between words. For this
purpose, it uses a set of dictionaries with semantic information
of words and a lexical thesaurus to find the possible sets of
synonyms for a term. The lexical thesaurus used has been
EuroWordNet [22], which is a multilingual database for several
European languages, such as Spanish, French, Italian, and
German. Each language designs its own set of words by
structuring it as WordNet, using sets of synonyms with basic
relations among them.
Specifically, this module combines measurement techniques based on conceptual trees and based on the content of
the information, taking advantage of EuroWordNet. It uses a
given word as input and a set of lists of meanings of that word
provided from the aforementioned lexical resources, and then it
computes the degree of semantic similarity between the term
and each possible list of meanings. The remaining libraries
in Hypatia will use this module when a disambiguation is
required.
B. Preprocess Unit
Before the users can work with Hypatia, there is a preprocessing stage in which the expert system feeds itself with
available information in order to classify it. This information
is extracted from internal sources of the company defined by
direct connections and/or web services. Once all the information has been classified and optionally stored inside an internal
database, Hypatia indexes it using an inverted index which will
provide a quick access to the stored data.
Categorization module. If there is an available thesaurus in
the expert system, this module uses it to perform a classification of the data. The detailed pipeline of the process, which
is an approach that combines NLP and machine learning, can
be found in [23]. This module has a preprocessing stage in
which it uses the NLP module to perform a morphological
analysis of the input data, along with the named entities
that it may contain. After that, it applies the previously
mentioned TF-IDF algorithm to extract keywords from the
data. Once the preprocessing stage has finished, this module
applies different classifiers in ascending order of complexity to
perform an automatic classification. Firstly, it takes advantage
of the attributes of each data item to make a simple rule-based
tagging. Secondly, it uses machine learning techniques [24] to
determine whether certain data belong to a particular topic, and
classify them according to the corresponding thesauri. Then,
the module uses the named entities and applies a geographical
classifier to get the geographic location the data is referring

C. Search Unit
After the user has stated the search query and the filters
he/she may want, Hypatia performs the search using the
modules inside this unit to obtain the information from its
available sources.
Automatic query expansion module. This is a library that
performs an automatic query expansion, based on NLP and
semantics to improve information retrieval from relational
databases repositories. This module has been implemented
based on the methodology called SQX-Lib [27]. This module
exploits semantic techniques to improve the quality of the
keyword-based search process on relational repositories and
it is focused on expanding the scope of the searches, and finetune them by taking advantage of the Named Entities (NE) [28]
present in the query string. The aim of the process is to expand
a query semantically to obtain a set of data that not only
matches the keywords introduced in the search, but that it also
contains data that include words that share the lemmas of the
keywords and a similar meaning.
Semantic Search module. Once the final keywords and
filters have been determined to specify the scope of the search,
this module performs the search over the different sources
Hypatia has access to. The expert system not only looks in its
internal data repositories, but it also searchs on the Web. These
external sources can be, for instance, search engines, social
networks, or Linked Data [1]. Each of the different sources
are treated using different strategies that depend on the data
structure to extract. Regardless the origin of the information,
the data is stored later in the same way for a better organized
manipulation.

D. Displaying the Information
Hypatia has two main interfaces. The first one is centered
around the system configuration and advanced options for the
documentation departments, while the other one is the user
interface. The user interface consists only in a search box
along with some basic filter options to narrow the scope of
the search and the outputs that are going to be shown. If
the user inputs some ambiguous keywords, the system has to
perform semantic disambiguation [29] in order to determine
the possible senses that the user might refer to. Once the main
senses have been determined, Hypatia can try to guess the
desired search, or let the user to manually choose from the
available options.
When all the output has been extracted and collected,
Hypatia is ready to display the search results. As a result of
the semantic search and the work performed by the previous
modules, the data has semantic links that refer to complementary data. The expert system benefits from this to improve data
navigation and data aggregation. To achieve that, the interface
units use all the previously defined modules.
Summarization unit. Each set of data about a certain
common aspect of the search is combined into a single unit of
data, using the summarization module, to get the main ideas of
that aspect. This unit is part of the aggregation main process,
whose components are formed using all the extracted data. For
instance, if Hypatia finds multiple results about the history of
the marathon of New York, it will create a summary of it
before showing it along with the rest of the report.

Some studies, such as [30], propose tools to check knowledge
bases, but this kind of evaluation does not apply to Hypatia
because it is not the typical rule-based system.
Therefore, to evaluate the system, a study with final users
has been performed. This study consists on an opinion survey
among a group of 100 workers of several Spanish media
companies (Grupo Heraldo, Diario de Navarra and CARTV,
among others). The users have been classified in two groups:
20 are expert documentation workers, and the other 80 are
final users without advanced knowledge on documentation
tasks. In this survey, they use a prototype that introduces
the capabilities of the tool before being asked about its main
features: semantic disambiguation, automatic query expansion,
semantic filters and semantic relations between elements, automatic summaries, elaboration of personalized dossiers and
reports, obtention of indexes and thesauri, the possibility of
simultaneously search both within the internal database and
in the Web, topic map generation, and the interface itself of
the expert system. For each of the characteristics of the expert
system, the user feedback is picked regarding the relevance
of the feature (Relev), its usefulness in daily work (Util), the
proposed manageability (Man), and finally the novelty (New)
of this functionality for the user in such tools. All the features
are evaluated from 0 to 10. The results of the survey are shown
in tables I and II.
TABLE I
S URVEY AMONG THE PROFESSIONAL USERS
Feature

Relev

Util

Man

New

Total

Topic map unit. If requested, Hypatia presents an option
that allows to create a topic map about the search. In that case,
it uses a topic map drawing tool like ONTOPIA to graphically
represent the information, as the tool can draw topic maps from
an XTM file, which is one of the outputs of the knowledge
extraction module.

Disambiguation

10

10

9

6

8.75

Query Expansion

6

6

8

6

6.5

In/Out Searches

9

10

9

8

9

Filters & Relations

9

9

8

6

8

Autom. Summaries

8

9

9

9

8.75

Autom. Topic Maps

10

8

8

10

9

Autom. Dossiers

9

9

7

10

8.75

Aggregation unit. After the user has selected the desired
search request in the interface, Hypatia proposes a list of
reports that may be interesting for the user. These reports are
elaborated from a set of predefined templates that define the
presentation of the information of some types of results (people, companies, events, etc.). Continuing with the marathon of
New York example, this result would fall inside the “event”
category, and all the extracted information would be structured
using that template.

Indexes & Thesauri

9

7

8

10

8.5

Interface

10

10

8

8

9

These templates also drive some of the sources from where
Hypatia extracts the information. The expert system extracts
the information even if the sources are unstructured. In this
case, it uses the NLP module and ad-hoc rules to identify
patterns of information that may be interesting to extract. When
all the information has been collected and summarized using
the summarization module and the summarization unit, the
final report is composed.
IV.

E VALUATION

The process of verifying that an expert system is accurate
and reliable has two distinct components: checking that the
knowledge base contains all the necessary information and
verifying that the program can interpret and apply this information correctly to provide accurate information to the user.

TABLE II
S URVEY
Feature

AMONG THE FINAL USERS

Relev

Util

Man

New

Disambiguation

9

8

8

9

Total
8.5

Query Expansion

9

9

7

8

8.25

In/Out Searches

8

9

8

9

8.5

Filters & Relations

9

8

9

9

8.75

Autom. Summaries

9

9

9

9

9

Autom. Topic Maps

6

5

9

10

7.5

Autom. Dossiers

9

9

9

10

9.25

Indexes & Thesauri

7

5

6

10

7

Interface

10

10

7

9

9

The functionalities that are best appreciated by all the
users are the disambiguation, semantic filters and semantic
relations between elements, automatic summarization, and
dossier generation, with an average of 8-9 points. Professional
users consider very interesting everything related to obtaining
knowledge, whereas final users did not understand very well
these options. Moreover, final users were delighted with the
automatic query expansion, while documentalists did not find

it especially useful; this seems to be due to the different
search style of each group of users and the different types
of information that they want to find. Documentalists usually
prefer to control the terms used in a query by themselves, but
they might use query expansion as an optional feature.
V.

C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK

This work has studied the possibilities of Hypatia, an expert
system aimed at professional documentation departments and
end users of all kinds of documental information systems.
The main idea of this system is to help users to search,
extract, and organize the text-based data stored in a company’s
documental database, with the possibility of enriching the
information retrieved with the help of semantic tools that
query public external sources located in the Web, such as
Linked Data. Hypatia integrates several types of existing tools
and introduces some ideas that improve its functionalities and
performance, such as the use of automatic dossiers, the use
of automatic query expansion, or the semantic combination of
different sources to retrieve the search results.
An interface prototype has been designed and developed
to test the behavior of the system with final users. Moreover,
a survey with users of real companies has been conducted to
analyze their feedback. This last has been performed using a
twofold approach: on the one hand from a documental expert
perspective, and on the other hand from a non-professional user
point of view. The results of this study are very promising, and
highlight the interest of the system. According to the authors
knowledge, there is no other similar expert system offering the
range of functionalities that Hypatia covers.
Since the survey was conducted with employees of media
companies, the next step is to further test Hypatia in other
activity sectors in order to verify the generality of the solution.
Besides, there is work in progress to improve the creation of
automatic reports, which is still in an experimental phase.
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